Investment and Project Finance Analyst (Solar Energy): Profile
The following profile is desired from the Investment and Project Finance Analyst candidate to be hired in
Panama.
“Must-Haves”:
1. Higher academic education
2. Three years or more of similar work experience
3. Analytical skills, financial modeling ability, including working under pressure
4. A real desire to work hard but flexibly in a very entrepreneurial environment with
sometimes stressful agendas.
5. Ability to synthesize and simplify complex input data
6. Proactive thinker with business experience working with teams, and capacity to interact
at all levels; team player
7. Independent thinker with business experience working with teams at international level.
8. Proven successful track record of efficient execution
9. Readiness to travel
10. Capacity to interact at all levels
11. A believer in sustainability and the need for a better and more transparent world with a
strong sense of ownership
12. Proven successful track record of efficient execution and carrying out of general and
specific tasks
13. Fluency of the English language: editorial skills to write reports, project or investment
proposals in English
14. Believer in sustainability with a strong sense of ownership
Additional “Pluses”:
• Knowledge about renewable energy (solar); skills in energy project finance
• Proactive personality, capacity to deal with banks and to represent Ecos
• Openness to continuous learning processes
Investment and Project Finance Analyst (Solar Energy): Job Description
The Investment and Project Finance Analyst’s responsibilities include assessing project bankability,
financing options for projects, creating financial models and managing financing processes.
Activities will generally focus on project financial analysis and derived thereof on determining whether a
project is bankable or not. For that purpose, the Analyst must have skills in financial and business
analysis, business strategy, operational effectiveness, and ideally legal structuring, elements which are
key contributors to our investment and project financing success. The analyst will be assigned with
specific responsibilities in the process of an investment in a company or project.
As the candidate gains experience, he/she will become increasingly responsible for determining the most
advantageous structure for an acquisition or project financing and will likely participate in negotiations.
Once a transaction has closed, the Analyst will work with the Investment Manager in its interactions with
portfolio companies on how to prioritize and implement opportunities for value addition.
The candidate must show interest in growing personally and professionally into a position in which he/she
can take over additional or more direct responsibilities at Ecos, if need be.
Sent cv to: Lourdes.perez@grupoecos.com
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